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As convenient as it might be to blame the filibuster on the famous defender of slavery, the historical record is much messier.
No, John C. Calhoun Didn’t Invent the Filibuster
There was never a benevolent American Empire ... originally I was just motivated to dismantle the ugliest empire in modern history and prevent the formation of anything else large enough to ...
The American Dream of Secession
So in terms of having a counterweight to the materialism, the ideology of materialism in modern society ... was for fashioning a narrative of American history — and politically weaponizing ...
Transcript: Ezra Klein Answers Listener Questions
Hey there, nerds of the sports internet! While we’ve had more than a few historically-inclined Power Polls (lest we forget the time we all learned about Medieval Monarchs), weve ...
Week 2 Big Ten Power Poll: Victoriana
History is heavy, and history is tragic ... de-Christianizing the country during the French Revolution. The modern-day American Left isn’t as bad as all that, but its ideology about the past ...
The Day They Drove Old Dixie Down
But these arguments both misunderstand conservative principles and betray an ignorance of the conservative movement’s history ... of American conservatism to find satisfactory answers to ...
Conservatives for the Fairness Doctrine
But what about Indigenous peoples in the US from these “Hispanic” countries? The Pew Report found that one-in-four (25 percent) of Latino adults say they consider themselves Indigenous or Native ...
Indigenous Film+ Online and more 2021
Village Voice editor R.C. Baker recalls what it was like to cover the city in the wake of the 9/11 attacks and ponders the challenges and uncertainty democracy faces 20 years later.
9/11: The Horror Then, The Danger Now
The question I ask myself today is what does ‘greatness’ mean for a community, and particularly for American ... modern civic institutions can be traced through thousands of years of Jewish ...
Rosh HaShana Summons American Jewry to Greatness
The American Speed Festival at M1 Concourse in Pontiac gives attendees a chance to see historic high-performance cars.
American Speed Festival Marries Motorsports With a Bit of the High Life
And if you’re an Indigenous American, you’re likely aware that the real history of Thanksgiving is ... The ancestors of the modern-day Wampanoag Nation were alarmed by the noise and went ...
Here's What Historians Say Happened on the First Thanksgiving
This second edition of Service Mesh Ultimate Guide article ... how to deploy service mesh solutions in heterogeneous infrastructures (bare metal, VMs and Kubernetes), and application/service ...
Service Mesh Ultimate Guide - Second Edition: Next Generation Microservices Development
Guest-screening and verification provider Autohost today announced the launch of Autohost Starter Edition, its new pay-as-you-go platform designed to make guest screening affordable and accessible for ...
Autohost Launches Guest Screening Platform for Boutique Short-Term Rental Operators
Launched in the shadow of 9/11 in a struggling mountain town, Bristol Rhythm & Roots Reunion has bolstered the music of its region, launched careers, and helped Bristol itself recover from the small ...
For 20 Years, Bristol Rhythm & Roots Has Walked The (State) Line
In June, the Food and Drug Administration's controversial approval of Biogen's aducanumab (marketed as Aduhelm) for Alzheimer's disease stirred up more questions than answers. The biologic was ...
Taking a closer look at dementia in America
It] unquestionably is a distinguished reference for those looking for a beautifully written narrative of contemporary history of Iran.' Seyed Ali Alavi, School of Oriental and African Studies, Univers ...
A History of Modern Iran
Author: Colin Shindler, School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London Colin Shindler's remarkable history begins in 1948 ... In this updated edition, Shindler covers the significant ...
A History of Modern Israel
In the American League, a pair of East division teams and long-time rivals hold the final two spots but there are still three other teams lurking. In this week’s edition of the Baseball Report ...
Baseball Report: Wild Card Races Heat Up With Just Four Weeks Of Regular Season Baseball Left
Therefore, it makes sense that any modern business ... hardware and software solutions for businesses of all types. Accepted payment methods include Visa, Mastercard, American Express and rewards ...
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